Research Summary

Attention to children and is an important indicator of the signs of civilization of any society seeks to build a human being is capable of contributing to the building society Valchksah take its image core in the era of childhood, because of the child at this stage is formed according to Maigdm its educational and moral origins and social therefore became must be submitted to the child in this stage all immune would entrench the values and customs prevailing in the society and among those methods that are trying to consolidate all the way values of the child are poetic theater presented in schools Uwe theaters in general and poet Solomon Alissa may keenness on providing dedicated to child bearing various educational values moral poetic theater Add to national values that must be instilled in the minds of the child in addition to this that the educational and national values stabilized in the same every member of the community through education ie through the various influences that govern the individual in his life and through the provision of all counts. that supports those values came to the theater in general, carrying with him a variety of ethics and social customs and poetic theater was provided to the child imbued with those customs and values were educational, or moral or nationalism.